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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price ($) (5/15/20):</th>
<th>51.17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market Cap (mil):</td>
<td>901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt/Cap:</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROE:</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating:</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY Dec</td>
<td>2019A 2020E 2021E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY P/E</td>
<td>81.2x 82.5x 26.9x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Company Description

FARO makes 3D documentation and portable metrology tools, i.e., portable coordinate measuring machines (CMMs). Portable CMMs ensure parts/tooling/assemblies meet original CAD specifications at the point of manufacture (vs. conventional, fixed location/off-line CMMs or non-computer-based single-use check fixtures). Auto, aerospace and heavy equipment are core Metrology customers. 3D documentation, i.e., 3D laser scanners, captures detailed 3D spatial measurements used in AEC/survey, forensics and industrial asset management.

Revenue Profile

Sales by Vertical (CY19E)

Sales by Region CY19

Sales and OP margin trends

Competition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>ASP</th>
<th>Competitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantum - E/S/M Arms</td>
<td>~$40-65K</td>
<td>Hexagon AB, Nikon (Metris), Tokyo-Boeki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm + LLP (Scan Arm)</td>
<td>~$65-95K</td>
<td>Hexagon, Nikon (Metris), Steinichler Optotechnology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vantage E/Vantage S (Laser Tracker)</td>
<td>~$75-100K</td>
<td>Hexagon (Leica Geo), Automated Precision, Nikon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus 3D Scanner (70/150/350)</td>
<td>~$25-60K</td>
<td>Hexagon (Leica), TRMB, Zoller+Frohlich GmbH, Topcon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freestyle 3D Scanner (handheld)</td>
<td>~$12K</td>
<td>ARETEC, Mantis Vision, DotProduct, Creaform (AME)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Company reports, Robert W. Baird & Co. estimates

* Note: LLP attachment adds ~$25K-$30K (est.) to base ARM price

Source: Company reports, Robert W. Baird & Co. estimates
Quick Summary
Neutral-rated as intermediate-term impacts from COVID negatively impact the global demand environment for Metrology. We expect this dynamic to worsen before it improves. We forecast a quarterly revenue level through Q3/20 that will challenge profitability. However, the key focus should be on the impressive progress to re-craft the business model to deliver sales efficiency, R&D focus and operating leverage (structurally reducing operating cost). Although COVID’s impact on demand is a major intermediate-term distraction on sales, progress implementing structural strategic initiatives appears on, or ahead of, plan.

- **Q1 results reflected late-quarter COVID-induced demand paralysis.** Revenue was $79.5M, -15% Y/Y as Product sales -21% Y/Y. Product sales declined sharply as Scanner sales to Public Safety and BIM/Construction markets weakened late in the quarter. 3D Manufacturing/Industrial Metrology, also lower exposed to aerospace and automotive end markets. Service revenue (~30% sales) was a resilient, +4% Y/Y.

- **Orders were $77.9M, -23% Y/Y.** Management noted some "order push-outs late in Q1". Book-to-bill was .98X. Regionally: North America -9% Y/Y, EMEA -24%, Asia-Pac -13%, incl. China (6% sales) -43%.

- **Adj. GPM was 55.5%, -140bps Y/Y, as lower volume in Product sales dragged down consolidated GPM%. Product GPM was 59.2%, -170bps Y/Y, Service GPM was 45.2%, +260bps Y/Y. (GAAP) EPS was -$0.84 absorbing a restructuring charge for strategic/planned cost actions. Adj. EPS (excluding restructuring, options expense, purchase amort.) was -$0.02.

- **We anticipate/forecast Q2 to trend weaker**, both orders, revenue and adj. EPS, as end market trends eroded late in Q1 and despite "China recovering," FARO's exposure to industrial metrology, public safety and construction should be expected lower in EMEA/U.S. in Q2 due to the global pacing of the COVID pandemic mitigation efforts. We are currently modeling a Q/Q revenue improvement for Q3E, but admittedly visibility is limited.

- **The key focus should remain on FARO executing to its strategic initiatives to realign the business model.** Supporting this effort is a restructuring plan targeting $40M of annualized savings by YE20E. Adj. OPX for CY19A was $204M, Q4/19A adj. OPX was $53M. The target was to reduce by -$40M annualized to ~$165M for YE20E. Toward this target restructuring efforts began at the end of CY19E. For Q1/20A adj OPX was $44M (with progress ahead of pace as COVID discretionary cost actions subtracted an additional -$2M). Execution to target was impressively on track.

- **Post-1Q, we adjusted our CY20E/21E adj. EPS higher** to $0.62/$1.90 from $0.03/$1.33 as we better account for the pacing/magnitude of the cost actions. Our revenue forecasts increased modestly: $324M/$395M from $321M/$362M as we take our best guess at the pace of a post-COVID demand recovery.

Investment Thesis

- **New FARO leadership advancing has introduced a new strategic plan** aimed at providing more complete solutions (increased software elements); enabling account reps to sell all FARO products/customer centric vs. product centric; re-tooled marketing efforts and accompanied by a major reduction in the cost/SG&A footprint. Keys, to us, will be implementing the initiatives with minimal sales/customer disruption, developing or assembling the intended "solution" elements and the ability to sell them, and ultimately realizing a more efficient, sustainable go-to-market structure.

- **FARO is a leader in the growing market for 3D metrology tools.** FARO’s Arm, Tracker products (Metrology) allow precise measurements at the point of production or assembly and insure product or sub-assemblies remain within design specifications and tolerances. Increasing adoption of non-contact measurement (Cobalt, Freestyle, LLP) offer growth and product line expansion opportunities for FARO.

- **FARO’s AEC (Laser Scanner) products are disruptive,** with its low entry price/size/performance characteristics. Expanded product range over LTM has increasingly boosted FARO's credibility in AEC (3D documentation) market. Offers solid growth opportunity as 3D technology in AEC markets have become more widely adopted and FARO's products have gained increased acceptance/share.

- **Addressable market has attractive growth characteristics.** FARO’s products stimulate new measurements, creating new applications that drive addressable market (est. $5B+) growth. FARO’s core 3D Metrology, AEC and forensics/public safety markets that are projected to grow +6-8% through 2022.

- **Embedded operating leverage ultimately tied to sales productivity.** Metrology sales process has historically been high-touch, missionary and mainly direct. New leadership/CEO is undertaking dramatic re-engineering of the sales/go-to-market functions to streamline and drive sales productivity, deepen customer engagement and penetration and improve lead generation. Large CY20 restructuring undertaking expected to reduce annualized operating expenses ~$40M (by YE20), support effort to achieve ~20% adjusted EBITDA margin.

- **$60 price target** assumes 15X our CY21E adjusted EV/EBITDA, or 25X CY21E adj. EPS, plus cash per share. Both multiples assign credit to FARO largely achieving the restructured, more efficient business model as intended and a recovery in revenue growth in CY21E that aligns with market growth. Compares to a historical FARO trading range of 10X-25X EBITDA. EPS has been to erratic to have established a historic trading range. We believe there is opportunity for further multiple expansion as the restructuring plan advances successfully and visibility on the updated sales/solutions approaches improves, although we expect CY20 sales will reflect macro-challenges demand challenges.

Risk & Caveats

- **Re-org efforts inject disruption (and modeling risk).** FARO’s restructuring (announced 1Q/20) intends to reduce headcount by almost -30%, change go-to-market strategy, presenting risk that sales cycles and customer relationships could be disrupted.

- **Short-cycle business, limited revenue visibility.** FARO provides no financial guidance. Sales ~90 days visibility, at most, with orders favoring final month of a quarter, limiting sales visibility.

- **Ability to leverage expenses.** 85-90% of FARO sales are direct, which requires heavy investment in field sales force and sales force productivity to drive sales growth. Also, R&D commitments remain relatively high and need to address both hardware and increasingly software capabilities. FARO has an intermediate term adjusted EBITDA margin goal of ~20% (CY19A 7.8%).
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Appendix – Important Disclosures and Analyst Certification

Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated (“Baird”) and/or its affiliates expect to receive or intend to seek investment-banking related compensation from the company or companies mentioned in this report within the next three months. Baird may not be licensed to execute transactions in all foreign listed securities directly. Transactions in foreign listed securities may be prohibited for residents of the United States. Please contact a Baird representative for more information.

Investment Ratings: Outperform (O) - Expected to outperform on a total return, risk-adjusted basis the broader U.S. equity market over the next 12 months. Neutral (N) - Expected to perform in line with the broader U.S. equity market over the next 12 months. Underperform (U) - Expected to underperform on a total return, risk-adjusted basis the broader U.S. equity market over the next 12 months.

Risk Ratings: L - Lower Risk – Higher-quality companies for investors seeking capital appreciation or income with an emphasis on safety. Company characteristics may include: stable earnings, conservative balance sheets, and an established history of revenue and earnings. A - Average Risk – Growth situations for investors seeking capital appreciation with an emphasis on safety. Company characteristics may include: moderate volatility, modest balance-sheet leverage, and stable patterns of revenue and earnings. H - Higher Risk – Higher-growth situations appropriate for investors seeking capital appreciation with the acceptance of risk. Company characteristics may include: higher balance-sheet leverage, dynamic business environments, and higher levels of earnings and price volatility. S - Speculative Risk – High growth situations appropriate only for investors willing to accept a high degree of volatility and risk. Company characteristics may include: unpredictable earnings, small capitalization, aggressive growth strategies, rapidly changing market dynamics, high leverage, extreme price volatility and unknown competitive challenges.

Valuation, Ratings and Risks. The recommendation and price target contained within this report are based on a time horizon of 12 months but there is no guarantee the objective will be achieved within the specified time horizon. Price targets are determined by a subjective review of fundamental and/or quantitative factors of the issuer, its industry, and the security type. A variety of methods may be used to determine the value of a security including, but not limited to, discounted cash flow, earnings multiples, peer group comparisons, and sum of the parts. Overall market risk, interest rate risk, and general economic risks impact all securities. Specific information regarding the price target and recommendation is provided in the text of our most recent research report.

Distribution of Investment Ratings. As of April 30, 2020, Baird U.S. Equity Research covered 724 companies, with 59% rated Outperform/Buy, 40% rated Neutral/ Hold and 1% rated Underperform/Sell. Within these rating categories, 12% of Outperform/Buy-rated and 4% of Neutral/Hold-rated companies have compensated Baird for investment banking services in the past 12 months and/or Baird managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for these companies in the past 12 months.

Analyst Compensation. Research analyst compensation is based on: (1) the correlation between the research analyst's recommendations and stock price performance; (2) ratings and direct feedback from our investing clients, our institutional and retail sales force (as applicable) and from independent rating services; (3) the research analyst's productivity, including the quality of such analyst's research and such analyst's contribution to the growth and development of our overall research effort; and (4) compliance with all of Baird's internal policies and procedures. This compensation criteria and actual compensation is reviewed and approved on an annual basis by Baird's Research Oversight Committee. Research analyst compensation is derived from all revenue sources of the firm, including revenues from investment banking. Baird does not compensate research analysts based on specific investment banking transactions.

A complete listing of all companies covered by Baird U.S. Equity Research and applicable research disclosures can be accessed at http://www.rwbaird.com/research-insights/research/coverage/third-party-research-disclosures.aspx. You can also call 800-792-2473 or write: Robert W. Baird & Co., Equity Research, 777 E. Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53202.
**Analyst Certification**

The senior research analyst(s) certifies that the views expressed in this research report and/or financial model accurately reflect such senior analyst's personal views about the subject securities or issuers and that no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in the research report.

**Disclaimers**

**Baird prohibits analysts from owning stock in companies they cover.**

This is not a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any company, industry or security. The opinions expressed here reflect our judgment at this date and are subject to change. The information has been obtained from sources we consider to be reliable, but we cannot guarantee the accuracy.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON COMPANIES MENTIONED HEREIN IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST**

The Dow Jones Industrial Average, S&P 500, S&P 400 and Russell 2000 are unmanaged common stock indices used to measure and report performance of various sectors of the stock market; direct investment in indices is not available. Baird is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license. Baird is regulated by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission, FINRA, and various other self-regulatory organizations and those laws and regulations may differ from Australian laws. This report has been prepared in accordance with the laws and regulations governing United States broker-dealers and not Australian laws.

**Other Disclosures**

The information and rating included in this report represent the research analyst’s views based on a time horizon of 12 months, as described above, unless otherwise stated. In our standard company-specific research reports, the subject company may be designated as a “Fresh Pick”, representing that the research analyst believes the company to be a high-conviction investment idea based on a subjective review of one or more fundamental or quantitative factors until an expiration date specified by the analyst but not to exceed nine months. The Fresh Pick designation and specified expiration date will be displayed in standard company-specific research reports on the company until the occurrence of the expiration date or such time as the analyst removes the Fresh Pick designation from the company in a subsequent, standard company-specific research report. The research analyst(s) named in this report may, at times and at the request of clients or their Baird representatives, provide particular investment perspectives or trading strategies based primarily on the analyst’s understanding of the individual client’s objectives. These perspectives or trading strategies generally are responsive to client inquiries and based on criteria the research analyst considers relevant to the client. As such, these perspectives and strategies may differ from the research analyst's views contained in this report.

Baird and/or its affiliates may provide to certain clients additional or research supplemental products or services, such as outlooks, commentaries and other detailed analyses, which focus on covered stocks, companies, industries or sectors. Not all clients who receive our standard company-specific research reports are eligible to receive these additional or supplemental products or services. Baird determines in its sole discretion the clients who will receive additional or supplemental products or services, in light of various factors including the size and scope of the client relationships. These additional or supplemental products or services may feature different analytical or research techniques and information than are contained in Baird’s standard research reports. Any ratings and recommendations contained in such additional or research supplemental products are consistent with the research analyst's ratings and recommendations contained in more broadly disseminated standard research reports. Baird disseminates its research reports to all clients simultaneously by posting such reports to Baird’s password-protected client portal, https://bol.nwbaird.com/Login("BairdOnline"). All clients may access BairdOnline and at any time. All clients are advised to check BairdOnline for Baird’s most recent research reports. After research reports are posted to BairdOnline, such reports may be emailed to clients, based on, among other things, client interest, coverage, stock ownership and indicated email preferences, and electronically distributed to certain third-party research aggregators, who may make such reports available to entitled clients on password-protected, third-party websites. Not all research reports posted to BairdOnline will be emailed to clients or electronically distributed to such research aggregators. To request access to Baird Online, please visit https://bol.nwbaird.com/Login/RequestInstLogin or contact your Baird representative.

**Dividend Yield.** As used in this report, the term “dividend yield” refers, on a percentage basis, to the historical distributions made by the issuer relative to its current market price. Such distributions are not guaranteed, may be modified at the issuer’s discretion, may exceed operating cash flow, subsidized by borrowed funds or include a return of investment principal.
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